Taking the data deluge from social media and transforming it into useful information, or knowledge, is the essence of this minitrack. The papers at HICSS in 2016 remind our attendees and readers of the many real-world applications of data analytics and data mining for social media. Last year, for example, the papers showed how to identify uptake, sessions, and key actors in socio-technical networks as well as how to measure NBA players' mood by mining athlete-generated content. In 2014, our papers showed how to aggregate data to discover the location of tweeters as well as how source code and prose can be combined to yield more valuable Stack Overflow posts.
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This minitrack begins by asking "Can visualization techniques help journalists to deepen analysis of Twitter data?" The Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio Grande do Sul authors illustrate how interactive visualization of Twitter data can reveal information that is otherwise invisible using the 2014 World Cup Semi-final between Brazil and Germany as a case study. The novel techniques in this paper show how scholars and journalists can gain a better understanding of their audience before, during, and after a current event.
The second paper explores success factors for online petitions by analyzing over 12,000 petitions at www.change.org. Specifically, El Noshokaty and his colleagues examine moral, emotional, and cognitive elements in petition language and determine their role in making online petitions successful. This paper reminds us how hard it is to understand the connections between language, emotions, and behavior.
The third paper, "Predicting Twitter hashtags popularity level" is by Dr. Shing Doong, who investigates the problem of predicting Twitter hashtag popularity. Doong extends existing techniques that leverage data about the tweet author and time series analysis to also use wavelet transforms. In several cases these transforms improve prediction precision by more than 10%.
"Analysing the usage of Wikipedia on Twitter: Understanding inter-language links," by Zangerle, Schmidhammer and Specht analyzes links within tweets referring to Wikipedia entries in a language different from the tweet's language. The authors find that the quality of the tweeted articles is consistently higher than alternatives, suggesting that Twitter users often refer to an article of higher quality, even if it is written in another language.
The fifth paper, "Brand-related Twitter sentiment analysis using feature engineering and the dynamic architecture for artificial neural networks," is by Zimbra, Ghassi and Lee. These authors present an innovative technique for addressing the challenges associated with the language of Twitter and the recall of mild sentiment expressions, both of which are of interest to brand management practitioners.
"Rumors at the speed of light? Modeling the rate of rumor transmission during crisis," by Zeng, Starbird and Spiro, explore how quickly rumors proliferate via tweets. This University of Washington team cleverly models the speed of information transmission to compare retransmission times across content and context features. Furthermore, they compare the transmission speed of rumor-affirming messages with rumor-correcting messages during a notable hostage crisis. This work has important implications for the growing field of crisis informatics.
The seventh paper, "The people have spoken: Conflicting Brazilian protests on Twitter," is by an author team from Universidade Federal do ABC. This team analyzes how conflicting online protests escalated in the wake of Dilma Rousseff's election in 2014. Their analysis shows how protesters organized themselves into groups, how they acted, and the utility of topic mining algorithms to extract the salient opinions and demands of different groups.
Our final paper is "Measuring emotion bifurcation points for individuals in social media" by Zhou, Zhao, Zhang and Wang. This Beijing Institute of Technology team investigates emotions of individuals using complex system theory, and models the emotion expression mechanism behind tweets. This paper shows to what extent emotions are bifurcated and proposes a novel framework to identify and visualize the nature of individuals' emotion bifurcation points on social networks.
